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As we come to the end of another challenging school year, the Social Sciences and ICT Faculty 

would like to celebrate all that has been positive within the departments of the Faculty. 

Read more to find out what has been going on in Sociology, Psychology, Business Studies and ICT, 

Computer Science!  

Wishing you all a lovely summer break. 

Mrs Maidment – Head of Faculty  

Sociology 
My Year 12s have just finished the topic of Education. Next year, we will be studying Beliefs in Society. To 

prepare for this, each student has been given a belief system or religion to research. They will be looking into 

main beliefs and practices and will each be presenting their findings to the class. This will provide a good 

introduction to the topic before we start to explore the different types of religious organisation. I look forward 

to continuing this topic with them in September.  

Miss Hutson 
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Psychology 
Year 13 Psychologists have now finished their time at Chancellor’s Sixth Form and we wish them good luck 

as they embark on their next steps. We look forward to hearing from them in the future.  

Year 12 students have been tasked with caring for an egg baby for a week. It all started with a stork delivering the 

egg babies – complete with birth certificates - to unsuspecting students, who are looking at attachment as part of 

their psychology studies. 

They were asked to name and personalise their eggs as well as keep a photo diary for a week to detail what they 

had got up to, helping them to link back to the topic. The eggs have to accompany them everywhere unless they 

arrange suitable childcare, which also helps them to learn about multiple attachments. 

The egg babies give students a real-life experience of having something to look after and it’s a fun, interesting way 

to engage them with the topic. It helps them to understand parts of the unit and apply it, to see how care 

giver/infant interactions and attachments are formed. It also allows them to understand the different stages and 

types of attachment, even to the point of when they have to give the egg baby back. 

This activity gives them something real to think back on and help them to remember the topic when it comes to 

their exams – they will remember how they felt about their eggs. 

 

 

 

 

 

Year 11 Psychologists have also completed their course, although we anticipate seeing many of our year 11 

Psychologists back in September to begin an A-level Psychology course. They have been using their time to 

complete some A-level transition work to prepare them for September. 

Year 10 have now completed unit 1 of the course covering: Memory, Perception, Development and Research 

Methods. They have just started the unit 2 topic of Social Influence where they are learning about what makes 

people conform. 

Year 9 have just begun their Psychology journey and the class have been working on completing their own 

psychological investigation into whether females interpret facial expressions better than males. They have been 

working to create all of the material needed and select their sample to take part. Over the summer, they will be 

writing up a report on their research and analysing their data. They have all shown great levels of engagement so 

far and seem to be enjoying the subject. Miss Hutson is looking forward to continuing to teach them in September. 

She asked them how they have been finding GCSE Psychology so far…  

‘It’s really interesting to learn how studies are conducted.’ – Rebecca T  

‘It is great to know how our brains work and why we act the ways we do, it’s very interesting.’ – Nathan M 

‘I’m enjoying it a lot, it’s very interesting. I’m excited to see the future topics’. – Evie B 

‘The lessons engage your brain and keep you awake!’ – Ava L  
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Business Studies  
Business Studies, like all areas of life, has encountered substantial challenges over the past 12 months. With 

significant interest from specialists across industry wanting to support our students in making business real, the 

constraints we faced have meant we encountered this on only a limited scale. Thank you to those who have contributed 

online and have left their mark with their passion, knowledge, and breadth of their experiences. Despite the challenges, 

we have had contributions from entrepreneurs with many backgrounds; involvement from the fitness and health 

industry; facilitated discussions with stock market investments; a fantastic contribution from a commercial engineer 

and his various projects. These all demonstrate how we adapt and push on, which is what we expect of our students.  

Moving forward, we welcome the opportunity for these contributions to be made in person incorporating workshops, 

skills training etc. giving our students the opportunities that will set them apart for years to come. If you are interested 

in sharing your expertise to the next generation no matter how small or large, then please do not hesitate in getting in 

touch! 

Our Year 13s have been most affected, but their resilience, dedication, ambition, and work ethic has marked them out 

in my eyes and will lead to their undoubted successes in future. Their interests in the worlds of international business, 

IT and programming, marketing, HR, and accounting which we covered, and they discovered, over their time here 

illustrates the magic of Business as a subject and the breadth of opportunities it offers. I look forward to welcoming 

them back passing on their successes to the next generation in the years to come.  

Our Year 12s have faced their own significant challenges but over time have come to terms with the challenges and are 

now comfortable with what is expected. Having looked at marketing, accounting, and branding this year, the circle turns 

as we begin to look at strategizing and costings into Year 13.  

I wish all the best in the coming months and look forward to welcoming students back in September. 

Stay safe and well. 

Mr. Walsh 

The new Year 9 Psychology class 

working on their own psychological 

investigation 
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ICT & Computer Science 
Summer break is approaching fast and our students have been working harder than ever to finish with a bang! 

Year 7- Students are completing their digital story of Macbeth. Working in groups, they are using flip camera to capture and download images, 

edit these in Photoshop and utilize PowerPoint skills, techniques, and audio to retell this icon tale. We can wait for you to share these! 

Year 8- Students are creating and animating their own graphics in Flash, applying skills they are learning such using key frames, layering, and 

making symbols. They will use these to create a five-scene animated movie. We have seen some fantastic budding animators already! 

Year 9.5 Information Technology- Student will be taking their exam at the end of year 10 for the first unit of this course. We are making steady 

progress and have almost finished covering LO1-The Project Life Cycle, the first of four chapters we must cover for the R012 exam. Students’ 

participation in lesson has been commendable. 

Year 9.5 Computer Science- Student are currently learning about computer systems architecture and creating flowcharts to visualize 

algorithms. Students are positive and showing good interest in there learning. They are keen to answer question and show off previous skills, 

knowledge and understanding of concepts learnt in previous lessons. We look forward to seeing our budding programmers bloom. 

Year 10 Information Technology- Learning key software skills is the focus of lessons now as students start to prepare for independently 

undertaking their coursework at the start of the year in January 2022. Currently students are learning intermediate and advance spreadsheet 

skills and will continue to do the same for other core software applications. Attitude to learning has been great! 

Year 10 Computer Science-Mock exam are over but now locked away. Student have been reviewing the more challenging question they faced 

and developing their ability to use the HUG strategy to write high mark answers. Programming techniques is and will be a key focus of their 

learning going forward. 

Year 12 Information Technology- Over with exams, on with coursework! Our Application Developers have started the first two of three 

coursework units. Good time management to meet deadlines and checking work against the requirements, will be the key to success here 

and moving forward. Student must familiarize themselves with online website builders like WiX and Go Daddy in preparation for developing 

their E-Commerce website in the autumn term. 

Year 12 Computer Science- Our Computer Scientist have had their heads buried in stacks & Qs, graphs and linked lists and finding their way 

through searching and sorting algorithms. Yes, it is tough going! Over the summer break, reviewing topics covered will be essential to 

consolidate their learning thus far. 

 

Exemplary Attitude To Learning 2021 

 

 7A- Najeeba A, Alexander B, Vicky E, Danny L, Essie N 

 7B-Luke L, Grace S, David S, Catherine D, Kayla B 

 7H-Joi J, Rokas M, Jemima K 

 7M- Lina S, Harriot S, Isabella D B, Aaron E, Christina E 

 7S- Antonia W, Emmie N, Hannah P, Gabrielle S 

 7W-Sasha B, Aarav D, Max H 

 7Y- Maria D, Reene A, Emma B  

 8A- Zu-Yi S, Lily-Rose P 

 8B-Mia C, Ruby H 

 8H- Poppy T, Sophia P, Alexander B, Bradley B 

 8M- Isla B, Phoebe C, Ruby D, Dominic O 

 8S-Macey J W, Katie T, James R 

 8W-Zara H, Ellee M, Christopher P, Ella P 

 8Y-Julianna C, Phoebe B, Elise B, Henry F, Megan S, Ella R 

 9.5 IT- Louise G, Sedren S, Leona W-B, Philip P, Tom S 

 9.5 CS- George C, Amal A, 

 10 IT- Kian R, Guy B,  

 10CS-Ryan C, Aadi Mi, Livvy B, 

 12 IT- Kelvin K, Demi N, Isabella G, Jack B 

 12 CS- Chris K, James S 

It’s So Hard To Say Goodbye to Mr. 

Huynh 

It is with great sadness that we say goodbye to 

Mr. Huynh. He has been an asset to our students, 

our department, and our school. Reluctant 

learners had nowhere to hide in his classroom 

and resilience was always encouraged. In 

Computer Science he has shared some 

innovative strategies and resources gleaned from 

his years working in the industry, so if you see 

students having a passionate dialogue with their 

coding mascot, fear not that they have gone mad, 

it all to develop their problem-solving skills. 

Deeply committed to fitness, Mr. Huyhn ran the 

after-school badminton club for year 7 students 

and his powers of persuasion saw members of 

our department failing miserably, but thoroughly 

enjoying our Friday after school tennis sessions. 

Mr. Huynh could always be relied on to volunteer 

his services in a crisis, within our department and 

to the wider school community. Always inviting 

critique of his lessons, Mr. Huynh is reflective and 

consistently seeks ways to give his students the 

ultimate learning experience that will see them 

achieve mastery. As he moves on to pastures 

new, we wish him all the best.  

A Great Big Thank You Mr. Huynh.   
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Bebras Competition- Critical Thinking Champions 

Coding mascots 
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